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PRACTICE OBJECTIVES

To develop individuals’ technical skillsets and 
understanding of general attacking and defending 
principles through:
• Practising dribbling, running with the ball, passing and

receiving in chaotic but unopposed scenarios
• Incorporating frequent attacking and defensive

transition moments

BUILD-UP PLAY WITH 
AN ATTACKING OVERLOAD 

• This practice requires a minimum of seven players and
a goalkeeper. It can be replicated or altered if player
numbers dictate that this is necessary.

• Attacking players are in a build-up play situation against
two defenders, in which they can use the goalkeeper as
they seek to play forward.
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FUNCTION

• This is a 3v2 build-up play game in which one team tries
to outplay two defenders before playing into a forward
in a 1v1 situation beyond the poles and flat discs.

• In Diagram 1, the attacking Team A combines with the
goalkeeper and looks to play into their forward – who
tries to outplay his marker before finishing in the goal.

• The first two Team A players are joined by a neutral player
(N) in the build-up.

• If Team B steals the ball, they play 3v2, using the neutral
Player N, towards the goal guarded by the goalkeeper.

• This can then lead to a new attack, with Team B now in
possession, that starts with the goalkeeper.

• The goalkeeper is unable to play directly into the forward.
• The starting point of each attack can represent a goal-

kick if appropriate; box markings could denote the
positions the defending pair must take up.

PROGRESSION 1

• As the ball is played into the forward, he can be joined
by a supporting attacker to make an attacking 2v1.

• In Diagram 2, a third-man run is made to support the
Team B forward as he receives the ball.

• The 2v1 situation should culminate in a one-touch finish
into the goal.

PROGRESSION 2

• Diagram 3 shows the neutral player becoming a second
defender in the final third. This leads to a 3v2 build-up
situation (including the goalkeeper) and a 1v2 situation
(becoming a 2v2) in the final third.
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COACHING DETAIL: 
OUT OF POSSESSION

SET THE TRAP
• The defending pair should try to protect the middle of

the pitch, inviting the goalkeeper to play to an attacking
player before pressing them immediately.

COACHING DETAIL: 
IN POSSESSION

PATIENCE
• The team in possession should use the ball effectively

in the context of a 4v2 (including the goalkeeper)
situation.

• They should be patient as they circulate the ball until
the point at which they find a spare player who can play
forward. This will likely entail frequent switches of play.

STRETCH THE PITCH
• The forward for the team in possession should attempt

to ‘stretch the pitch’, playing off the shoulder of the
defender in the attacking third.

THIRD-MAN SUPPORTING RUNS
• As the practice progresses, well-timed third-man runs

should create 2v1 or 2v2 situations in the final third.

USE THE GOALKEEPER
• Players shouldn’t neglect the use of the goalkeeper to

create 3v2 or 4v2 situations, depending on the set-up.
The goalkeeper can be used to relieve pressure should
it be necessary before players search for new passing
lines.

COACHING DETAIL: 
OFFENSIVE TRANSITION

QUICK, INCISIVE COUNTER-ATTACKS
• When the defending team steals possession, they

should counter-attack quickly toward goal using their
overload as they are joined by the neutral player.

• They should attempt to find the spare player in a 3v2
situation before finishing.

COACHING DETAIL:  
DEFENSIVE TRANSITION 

QUICK REACTIONS TO DEFEND THE GOAL
• As the team building up play loses possession, they

must react immediately to defend their goal. This would
be characterised as an ‘emergency defending’ situation.


